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ability   absent  accept   actually 
adapt   address admission  admit 
advantage  adventure advertise  advice 
afford   afraid  afterward  against 
agree   agreement aisle   allergic 
allow   although amateur  amazing 
amount  ancient  anniversary  annual 
another  apologize apparently  appear 
apply   appointment appreciate  approach 
aquarium  arctic  argue   arrange 
arrest   arrival  article   asleep 
assignment  atmosphere attention  attract 
audience  author  available  avenue 
average  awful  bacteria  baggage 
balanced  ballet  behave   behavior 
believe   benefit  besides   biology 
blossom  borrow  branch   break 
breathe  bright  brush   bury 
butterfly  calm  cancel   career 
careful   carry  castle   cattle 
celebrate  century ceremony  certain 
character  charge  charity   chemistry 
choice   citizen  climate   colored 
comfortable  commercial community  compete 
competition  completely concentrate  concern 
condition  conference confident  consider 
continue  convenience costume  countryside 
courage  coworker creation  credit 
crime   crowd  currently  customer 
damage  decide  decorate  decrease 
degree   delay  delicate  delighted 
deliver   demand describe  despite 
develop  dinosaur direction  disappear 
disaster  discount discover  discuss 



disease   distance divide   dormitory 
economy  education electricity  electronics 
embarrass  emergency emotion  employee 
encourage  energy  enjoyable  entertain 
entrance  equipment evidence  examination 
exhibit   exhibition explore   express 
extremely  eyesight failure   fairly 
familiar  fascinating figure   flashlight 
float   flavor  following  forecast 
foreign   forgive  fortunately  fossil 
foundation  frankly  freedom  freezing 
frightening  furniture gallery   gather 
general   generation gentle   global 
graduation  grocery  happen   hardly 
harmful  harmony harvest  headache 
healthy  height  helpful   historian 
historical  homestay hopefully  imagination 
immigrant  impress income   inconvenience 
increase  individual industry  inform 
ingredient  injured  injury   insect 
insist   instantly instead   instruction 
instrument  international invitation  journal 
journey  knowledge lighthouse  literature 
locate   location luckily   maintain 
manager  marry  measure  media 
medicine  memorize memory  message 
method   microwave miniature  mistake 
modern  moreover mosquitoes  nationality 
navigation  necessarily neighborhood  nevertheless 
newspaper  nowadays occasion  occur 
official   operation opportunity  opposite 
ordinary  organic  organize  origin 
otherwise  overweight package  painful 
participant  patience photograph  physical 
pigeon   pleasant policy   polite 
pollution  population positive  possible 



predict   presentation president  pretend 
prevent  principal privacy   probably 
process   produce product  professional 
professor  provide  psychology  publish 
punish   purpose quality   rapid 
rarely   reaction realize   reasonable 
receipt   receive  recognize  recommend 
recover   reduce  reflect   refund 
regular   reject  relation  remain 
remind   remove  repair   replace 
request   require  rescue   research 
reservation  resident resource  responsible 
reunion  review  reward   rough 
route   rubber  rumor   salmon 
scenery  scream  secondhand  security 
seldom   selection semester  separate 
serious   several  shadow   shortage 
sightseeing  similar  sincerely  slightly 
specialize  souvenir specific   standard 
statement  stomachache stressful  successful 
suggestion  supplier surprisingly  symbol 
teammate  technical technique  technology 
temperature  terrible  therefore  thoughtful 
throughout  toothache transport  typical 
unacceptable  unfortunately unfriendly  unique 
valuable  variety  vehicle   victory 
violent   visitor  voyage   welfare 
whether  worthy 


